WHO SAID SHARK WEEK HAS TO BE IN THE SUMMER?
BE A SEA EXPLORER WITH CRAFT KITS FROM MARINE
EDUCATION AT CORNELL COOPERATIVE EXTENSION.
PLEASE BE SURE TO REGISTER FOR THE CORRECT AGE
GROUP, AS THE KITS ARE ALL GEARED SPECIFICALLY.

REGISTRATION BEGINS WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13.

WBJ2O2: 3-5 YEARS - SUPER SHARKS OF
LONG ISLAND COLORING BOOK

WBJ2O3: GRADES K-2 - HAMMERHEAD
PUPPET KIT & BENDY SHARK

WBJ2O4: GRADES 3-5 - SHARK TOOTH
NECKLACE & MEASURE/ ID SHARK TOOTH

WBYA205: GRADES 6-12 - SCULPT A SHARK
WITH VIDEO

PICK UP: TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16-19